
Key Teaching Points

Underarm 
Bowl

Step forwards with your opposite leg to your throwing arm.
Point your fingers to your intended target as you release the ball 
and use a straight arm. Aim for ball to reach the batter between 
knee and below head.

Contact 
(Hitting the 
Ball)

Stand sideways on to the bowler.
Hold the bat firmly in one hand.
Hold the bat back behind your body, ready to strike through the ball.
Keep your eyes on the ball.
Swing your bat forwards.
Follow through with your arm and shoulders so that your shoulder 
faces the way you want the ball to go.

Physical Education Staff Knowledge Organiser: 
KS2 Rounders

Key Rules

How to Score:
One rounder for hitting the ball and running to base four without 
stopping.
Half a rounder for hitting the ball and running to base number two without 
stopping.
Half a rounder for not hitting the ball and running to base four without 
stopping.
Half a rounder for two consecutive ‘no balls’ from the bowler.
Half a rounder for obstruction. E.g. if a fielder is standing in the path of a 
batter
A player is out if:
Caught out: by a fielder before the ball touches the floor.
Stumped out: by a fielder at the base the batter is running to.
Run out: meaning the batter has run to a base where another batter is 
standing.
Running inside the bases

The aim of the game is to score as many rounders as possible, 
while the the fielding team try to get as many batters out as they 
can and limit the amount of runs scored. The team with the most 
rounders win. In primary school rounders matches are normally 
played to the amount of 18 ‘good balls’ per team.

Key Skills

Throwing
Catching
Bowling
Tracking, fielding & retrieving a ball
Batting

Key Principles/ Tactics

Attacking and Defending
Score and Limit Points
Placement of ball when bowling and batting
Deny Space when fielding
Avoid getting out when batting
Get opponents out when fielding

ASPIRE

There are a range of different jobs and careers in sport beyond those of just a performer. 
Jobs include a personal trainer who help others improve their health and fitness, sports 
coaches who work with different ages and abilities helping those to improve their 
performance, sport development officers who work with clubs and councils to get more 
people playing sport. These jobs are very competitive to get into as many people 
ASPIRE to have a career in sport. They require great communication skills, being 
organised and most of all a passion for sport!

Teacher Glossary

Fielder: A player on the fielding team, 
especially one other than the bowler or 
backstop.
Batter: A player on the batting team.
Rounder: The unit of scoring.
Bowler: The player who starts the game 
by bowling to the batter.
Backstop: The player on the fielding side 
who stands behind the live
batter (the batter who is batting).
No Ball: It is a No ball if the delivery is:
- Not smooth underarm action
- Ball is above head - below knee
- Ball bounces on way to you
- Is wide or straight at body
2 no balls in a row is ½ rounder to batting 
team.


